
COMPANY HISTORY

DPR Construction has seen impressive growth 
since its founding in 1990, landing in the ENR 
Top 50 in 1997 and holding strong ever since. 
This lightning-fast pace is due in part to a 
commitment to cooperation with clients and 
a commitment to moving “Ever Forward.” To 
achieve that, DPR has embraced innovation 
that specifically contributes to increasing 
efficiency, such as its enterprise partnership 
with Pype. 

PRECONSTRUCTION

“We’re always on the lookout for better ways 
to allocate the client’s budget, whether that’s 
finding better value solutions to what’s called 
out in the specs or evaluating those specs 
for requirements they may not actually want 
fulfilled,” explained Cassie Robertson, Design 
Manager at DPR. “Pype gives us a more data-
driven approach to this analysis.” Specifically, 
Robertson called out delegated design 

submittals, LEED requirements, and mockups 
as the requirements she keeps an eye on the 
most during precon. 

“On some projects, there’ll be a delegated 
design for something that doesn’t fully align 
with a customer’s vision, like an exterior 
aluminum curtain around an all-glass building. 
Mockups will also run into the same problem, 
such as being asked for a first-install of two 
inch by two inch, plain corner guards.” When 
she encounters submittals like these, she uses 
it as an opportunity to open a discussion with 
the design team. “We explain to them that 
these don’t seem to make sense given the rest 
of the project or the money that would be sunk 
into fulfilling them, and they’re often surprised 
these are even in the specifications.”
These conversations, Robertson noted, are far 
more advantageous when they happen earlier 
in the process rather than on the project site. 
“It’s great to have these conversations with our 
clients. We can really be an ally to each other.”

DPR Construction Refines Project 
Analysis Processes from Precon to 
Closeout using Pype Software
From more accurate estimating and project risk reduction to building 
relationships across the industry, DPR’s partnership with Pype drives 
construction innovation.



PROJECT TEAM

After winning the bid, the project moves to project engineers like Eddie 
Hoy at DPR, who begins the process of managing construction. The 
typical procedure begins with manually creating a submittal log in an 
excel spreadsheet by retyping, or copying and pasting, each requirement 
from the thousands of pages in the spec document. “I was new to the 
job of being a project engineer, right out of college, and one of my first 
tasks was to create a submittal log. I had never learned how to do that 
in school,” said Hoy, echoing a common occurrence across construction 
education. 

“DPR added Pype AutoSpecs to our app database, and I requested a 
license for it almost immediately” Hoy recalled. As an enterprise partner, 
DPR has unlimited licenses for AutoSpecs, meaning that not only could 
Hoy and his team reap the benefits of the platform without taking money 
out of the project budget, but also thatRobertson and the rest of DPR’s 
precon department could use the platform for estimating, driving ROI.

IMMEDIATE RESULTS

“It took about 10 to 15 minutes from opening the software to having every 
requirement from the specs laid out in front of me,” Hoy shared. “It was 
pretty amazing.” After a brief QA/QC process, Hoy was ready to export 
the log to an Excel spreadsheet for tracking by DPR partner VConstruct, 
which helps tackle submittal management. “We would have spent weeks 
doing this by hand,” said Hoy, “but instead we used AutoSpecs. In just a 
few days, we were able to generate a fully QC’d submittal log.”

BEYOND SUBMITTALS: CLOSEOUT LOG AND PROJECT 
UNDERSTANDING

Their log was completed far ahead of schedule, and Hoy was able to 
simultaneously complete their project’s closeout log and export it 
separately with the click of a button. This allowed his team to start 
collecting closeout submittals from day one, reducing the risk of 
liquidated damages from delayed turnover at the end of the project. 

Since he was new to the position and to the project, Hoy also found 
the logs useful as checklists when reviewing the project. According to 
him, “We were able to have both logs done six weeks before the project 
started and be sure they were free of human error. That’s six extra weeks 
we were able to use buying out subs and learning the actual project.” 

CLOSEOUT AND THE NEXT PROJECT

After solidifying an enterprise partnership for Pype AutoSpecs, DPR took 
an interest in Pype’s turnover documentation solution: Pype Closeout. 
“Our pilot teams love it,” said Krupesh Kakkente, National Integration 



Manager at DPR. Just as AutoSpecs automates the process of creating 
a submittal log, Closeout automates the notification of trade partners for 
closeout documentation, and the creation of digital turnover packages. 
“There seems to be a tremendous ROI, and the users themselves are so 
happy with it, especially since Pype was extremely involved in helping 
with the setup and training.”

One of Kakkente’s responsibilities was to helm the partnership between 
DPR and Pype. ”What’s great about working with Pype is that they 
are open to all kinds of feedback, not just UI or functionality or shiny 
features. They are really interested in making their solutions work and 
making them scalable. It’s very exciting,” said Kakkente. 

As well as managing coordination between Pype and DPR, “Integrations 
Managers are also responsible for understanding the risks DPR project 
teams face, and providing them the tools and best practices they need to 
mitigate those risks,” explained Kakkente. “Because of that, the accuracy 
of any software we provide is key to driving adoption and achieving that 
ROI we’re expecting.”

Kakkente echoed Robertson’s observation of AutoSpecs finding mock 
ups, LEED items, and other high cost requirements, saying that he has 
seen teams across DPR more effectively plan and facilitate discussions 
with the design teams. Kakkente took it one step further, adding that 

“AI and machine learning 
are driving the 4th 
Industrial Revolution and 
the construction industry 
continues to be influenced 
by systems like Pype, 
whose software solutions 
improve the quality of data 
that’s accessible to and 
used by GCs, design teams, 
and all stakeholders across 
a project.”

- Atul Khanzode 
Management Committee Member

www.pype.io



“Identifying potentially extraneous and high cost requirements early and turning that into a 
discussion with the architect and the client can improve relations; however, failure to do so can 
actually damage those same relations—they don’t just remain stagnant. These conversations 
can either happen amicably or by pointing fingers.”

Even internally, data-based conversations are helping to improve processes, clarify expectations, 
and drive quality. “With Pype, processes which have historically been huge risks in the industry 
such as procurement, we are reducing that risk by making more informed decisions,” said 
Kakkente. “We can look at a list and figure out what has to be procured now, what can be 
procured later, and what doesn’t really need to be in the project at all. Then, we can evaluate 
that against the construction schedule, make accommodations to the schedule, and turn it into 
a discussion instead of a shoving contest.”

In talking with Kakkente, he brought up the old adage that many construction contractors follow: 
‘if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.’ ”Many contractors believe that, but we don’t. That’s not DPR,” he 
stated. “We saw an opportunity to improve our submittal register process through AutoSpecs—
from reducing hours to becoming an integral part of our robust QA/QC process—and we jumped 
on it.”

Learn more at
www.pype.io

“Pype has proven to be an exceptional partner. Our teams 
absolutely see the value in AutoSpecs’ intuitiveness, ease of 
use, and helpfulness in their day to day operations, while 
Pype has been willing to listen to feedback and delivers on 
their promises — all of which drives adoption.”

- Moawia Abdelkarim 
National Operations Champion


